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elaborate shows at central places. These shows can be used
for all reconstruction work, and a sort of exhibition or
uplift circus can go from village to village with sports,
games and cinemas to add to the merriment.1
(iii) At all shows, exhibitions of cattle on the lines of the
present Departmental exhibits should be organized. If
well demonstrated by keen men, these exhibitions are
invaluable. They show the results of careful and careless
breeding, e.g. (a} good bull + good cow = excellent calf,
(b) good bull -f- indifferent cow = fair calf, (c) bad bull
+ good cow = bad calf, (d) bad bull + bad cow = very
bad calf, and so on, each pen of cattle teaching a definite
lesson.
(iv) At shows and fairs every effort must be made to
ensure that the cattle and their owners are treated well,
and that good prizes are given. A common mistake is to
treat the cattle—upon whose shoulders the whole of India
is carried—as an unwelcome sideshow, and to make the
prize-giving a hole-and-corner affair and the prizes them-
selves ludicrously small. Cattle judging must be a big
event, and must not be done in a corner while something
more exciting is going on at the centre of the show. There
must be parades of cattle, good prizes, prominent positions
for the owners, and everything else possible done to ensure
that the breeder of a good animal shall realize that he is a
somebody and that good cattle are worth breeding. Tent-
pegging and other spectacular shows must be used to collect
people to see and applaud the cattle and their owners.
(v) Every effort must be made to extend the establish-
ment of cattle breeding and milk recording societies and
also to encourage panchayats to undertake cattle improve-
ment.
1 See pp. 217, 225.

